


A MESSAGE FROM 
THE CHAIRMAN
This year we celebrate ten years of ARBS awards and we are 

delighted that over the decade from 2010 to 2020 the Awards have 

grown to be amongst the most prestigious and sought after in the 

HVAC&R industry.

In this year of Covid disruption we have had to cancel the 2020 

Exhibition and of course this has meant missing out on the 

opportunity to celebrate in person with the Awards winners at our 

traditional gala dinner. However, I am delighted that we have been 

able to produce a virtual Gala to acknowledge the finalists and 

announce our awards winners for 2020

This year’s finalists have been selected by the judges as the 

outstanding representatives of excellence in their particular categories. 

I take this opportunity to thank all entrants and to congratulate the 

finalists. I also thank the judges for their great work and contribution.

Congratulations also go to our Hall of Fame inductees. A very special 

thank you to them for their wonderful contribution to our industry.

I also acknowledge and thank our Awards sponsors Daikin and ebm-

papst ANZ.

The COVID pandemic is a once in a century world changing event 

that has impacted all of us. Our industry has demonstrated it’s 

resilience in the past and I am sure we will all bounce back quickly 

once we are able.  As we celebrate virtually with the 2020 awards 

winners we look forward to a steady return to normality and to the 

industry coming together again in our usual fashion at the April 2022 

Exhibition in Melbourne. What a show that will be!

Congratulations to this year’s winners.

Ian Hopkins 

Chairman ARBS Exhibitions
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customers integrate fans by 
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systems, saving time and 
money for end users.
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Y O U N G  A C H I E V E R  A W A R D

ABRAHAM CORONA 
TECHIN

Abraham was nominated based on his 

work and passion to improve the national 

HVAC&R industry standards for operating 

theatre HVAC practices.

Abraham has over 12 years of experience 

in the HVAC&R industry as mechanical 

engineer and is currently MD/Engineering 

Manager of 2 companies started under 

his initiative in 2016.  Since 2012, he has 

been working with critical HVAC within the 

healthcare sector, specifically the operating 

theatre HVAC and infection control.

One of his outstanding outcomes is the 

creation of the AIRAH Special Technical 

Group – Infection Control and Operating 

Theatre Practices that he currently chairs & 

which combines a multi-disciplinary group 

of members across Australia involving 

HVAC&R professionals, as well as healthcare 

organisations, universities and state health 

departments.  A core goal is to bring 

together these key stakeholders to work 

collectively to reduce surgical site infections 

and to promote the awareness of the 

antibiotic resistance issue.

Abraham is a current member of the 

NEXTgen (Young leaders) program of 

Standards Australia and is currently 

developing further advanced training with 

Standards Australia for future Standards 

Australia committee chairs.
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Y O U N G  A C H I E V E R  A W A R D

CHRIS STAMATIS
COPPERTREE ANALYTICS

Chris started CopperTree Analytics Australia 

in 2015 with the vision of Building Analytics 

becoming the industry standard for facility 

management, maintenance and tuning. 

Chris has acted as the Director of 

CopperTree Analytics Australia since 

inception and has been a key part of 

its growth in the last 5 years, with the 

implementation of Analytics in over 140 

buildings. CopperTree’s growth has been the 

result of continual development and market 

education driven by Chris. 

He is passionate about Building Analytics 

and is continually working with building 

owners, maintenance providers and 

consultants to improve how analytics is 

used in the industry. With his background 

in BMS maintenance and consulting he is 

adamant that Analytics has the potential to 

revolutionise the way we manage buildings. 

Chris has been heavily involved with AIRAH 

and looks to give back to industry wherever 

he can. Chris has presented at several 

Conferences and has been a key member 

of the ‘Big Data/Analytics Special Technical 

group’ for which he was recently appointed 

chair. 

Chris was also involved in writing the new 

DA19 maintenance manual for AIRAH which 

is a HVAC maintenance guideline that is 

used in a majority of maintenance tenders. 
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Y O U N G  A C H I E V E R  A W A R D

GRACE FOO
DELTAQ

Grace plays a “Full house” hand, excelling 

with a combination of technical & 

engineering proficiency, soft skills and 

commercial accumen. She has already 

demonstrated success and leadership 

qualities in all three areas. 

Grace was a key technical coordinator 

behind the recent updates to the NCC 2019 

energy efficiency requirements (Section J). 

She led a large interdisciplinary team 

conducting research, energy modelling and 

economic analysis in the fields of building 

fabric, lighting and HVAC systems. 

She has become a voice for the building 

services industry, presenting at various 

seminars, roadshows and conferences 

across the country to educate and promote 

NCC Section J-2019. 

Grace has also helped to establish DeltaQ 

Pty Ltd, a new energy efficiency consultancy 

based in Sydney and Canberra. In her 

relatively short time at DeltaQ, Grace has 

been instrumental in delivering major projects 

in the fields of strategic energy management, 

planning and government policy. 

All things considered, including an 

approachable nature and commitment to 

integrity, Grace already exemplifies the 

building services engineering profession 

and is on track to be a future leader in the 

industry.



PRODUCT EXCELLENCE AWARD
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P R O D U C T  E X C E L L E N C E  A W A R D

DC-3 SMART REFRIGERATION SYSTEM
ACTROL

The DC-3 Smart Refrigeration System is 

redefining our industry with a plug and play 

remote system for commercial walk in and 

reach in cold rooms.

DC-3 has a speed-controlled BLDC 

(Brushless Direct Current Scroll Compressor), 

serial data connection between all major 

components and advanced algorithms to 

provide more than 25% energy savings over 

other good quality on/off systems. DC-3 

also smooth lines storage temperatures 

to maintain perishable goods quality and 

extend product shelf life.

DC-3 is sold as a kit to benefit all parts of 

the supply chain and is the first system of 

its type in the world for the commercial 

refrigeration industry.

DC-3 brings benefits previously only 

available to higher cost industry to the 

commercial cold room sector. Australia has 

around 260,000 commercial cold rooms 

making the potential energy savings and 

CO2 emission reductions of DC-3 enormous.
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P R O D U C T  E X C E L L E N C E  A W A R D

OPA2100 ECO ULTRA
TEMPERZONE

The 15 ~ 200kw Air Conditioning 

rooftop package is specifically 

designed to target dew point 

temperature utilising EC 

technology for energy conscious 

clientele. Traditionally air 

conditioning is controlled solely 

on temperature however our 

product is unique as it also 

focuses on moisture content in 

air leading to precise cooling applications.

The unit’s equipped with 4 refrigeration 

systems two of which can contain a hot 

gas reheat coil. BLDC inverter driven 

compressors and EC permanent magnet 

fans are standard features. An Onboard 

unit controller communicates over modbus 

protocol to all the major components. 

The control offers a unique approach based on 

an intuitive algorithm that adjusts compressor 

speeds as the room load changes.

This approach plays perfectly to part 

load efficiencies by drastically reducing 

the energy demand on the building and 

improving comfort conditions due to curbing 

out extreme high and low temperature 

fluctuations when a unit is running to meet 

the target setpoint. 

In addition, the controller has pre-selected 

optimisation modes that are designed to suit 

different climates and applications. The unit 

is available in R32, the first 200kW unit with 

this option to provide lower GWP solutions.
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P R O D U C T  E X C E L L E N C E  A W A R D

SHEPHERD FILTERS  
SHEPHERD FILTERS

The Shepherd Filters solution is revolutionary 

within the Kitchen Exhaust & Ventilation 

market by making it smarter, cleaner, safer 

and more environmentally friendly.

As opposed to metal kitchen grease filters 

that only stop 20-40% of grease vapours 

from entering the hood, Shepherd Filters 

capture up to an impressive 98%! This 

reduces the grease build-up that enters 

the plenum, ductwork, fans, and roofs 

dramatically and therefore minimises the risk 

of catastrophic fires.

Quick, easy to install and disposed of in 

seconds, changing Shepherd Filters is a 

welcome alternative to degreasing filters. 

With grease build-up heavily reduced 

between cleans, instant savings are made to:

•  Labour/contractor costs associated with 

metal grease filters and exhaust systems

•  Reduced frequency and complexity of 

kitchen duct cleans

•  A reduction in water usage and harsh 

chemicals to maintain a clean kitchen 

exhaust system; and

•  Cleaner rooftop fans, HVAC and other 

extraction equipment, resulting in efficient 

operation, less maintenance and energy 

savings.

Duct cleaning contractors benefit through 

the opportunity to work better hours under 

safer conditions, all whilst earning the same 

money or more.

Shepherd Filters are made from 100% wool, 

a renewable resource, the filter media is 

carbon-neutral and will break down in landfill.



PROJECT EXCELLENCE AWARD
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P R O J E C T  E X C E L L E N C E  A W A R D

NEWTON PLANT INSTALLATION  
TRI TECH REFRIGERATION AUSTRALIA 
& MAYEKAWA AUSTRALIA

This project is the first installation of Japanese 

OEM Mayekawa’s ammonia/CO2 NewTon 

system in the southern hemisphere. NewTon 

systems are renowned in Japan and globally 

for their modular design, low ammonia 

charge, next generation compressors and 

inherent safety as a CO2 cascade and 

recirculation platform. Of the approx. 2000 

NewTon plants installed since 2008, none 

had been built in Australia. As the first plant of 

it’s type in Australia, this is significant in that 

it will instill a greater degree of confidence 

in end users and contractors seeking to use 

pre-packaged and low ammonia charge CO2 

cascading systems like the NewTon, but who 

were previously reluctant to do so as it had 

not been done locally before.

The NewTon systems installed in this 

project also use semi-hermetic, permanent 

magnet motor, internally compounded and 

economised ammonia compressors which are 

also a first in Australia. This project therefore 

is the beginning of an installation base for 

such compressors which will allow more of 

them to be installed. This is significant as 

semi  hermetic ammonia compressors allow 

for simpler, safer and lower charge ammonia 

plants, particularly in smaller applications 

where there is a growing need to transition 

to low GWP solutions, but where there have 

been limitations associated with the cost and/

or safety of using ammonia.
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P R O J E C T  E X C E L L E N C E  A W A R D

THE WOOLWORTHS ENERGY 
MANAGEMENT CENTRE  
BUENO & WOOLWORTHS

In every industry, the latest technology 

concepts are changing the way we do 

business. Facilities Management of the Built 

Environment is no exception. However, in 

many cases the application of technology 

has not progressed past initial trials or single 

site concepts. This project demonstrates the 

successful application of the latest in data 

and analytics technology - at considerable 

scale with commercially viable returns on 

investment. 

The Woolworths Energy Management Centre 

(EMC) was designed and built to use data and 

analytics to optimise the energy consumption 

across 980 Supermarkets across Australia.

Using a combination of 4,000 existing IoT 

devices, 6,500 newly installed sub meters, 7 

different OT communication protocols, and 

purpose built cloud and network architecture, 

connection was made to the key energy 

intensive assets at each site.

Consuming 350 million granular data values 

per day, bespoke analytics were developed 

for Refrigeration, HVAC and Lighting, 

which make up over 85% of a sites energy 

consumption. 

The application of analytics at this scale has 

delivered benefits in both energy reduction 

and operational value, as a new data driven 

operations approach becomes the norm.

Analytics at this scale has not been achieved 

elsewhere and is a first in the Refrigeration 

and HVAC space. 

Delivered 2 years early and 25% under 

budget, it is an excellent example of a results 

orientated partnership between Bueno and 

Woolworths.
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P R O J E C T  E X C E L L E N C E  A W A R D

177 PACIFIC HWY  
FREDON

More clients and businesses are seeking 

cheaper, energy-efficient HVAC solutions 

and 177 Pacific Highway introduces a 

solution for the future. 

177 Pacific Highway is a 31-storey 

commercial building in St Leonards built by 

CPB Contractors. At 195m tall and having a 

net lettable area of 40,000m2, the project 

demonstrates that it is possible for buildings 

of any size to have an economical and eco-

friendly HVAC system without traditional 

green energy systems such as green power, 

chilled beams and Cogen solutions.

Fredon brought its trademark project 

management and design expertise to deliver 

the building’s energy targets, achieving a 

5.5-Star NABER rating and 5-Star Green Star 

rating in 2018. 

The project stands out as it exhibits 

conventional mechanical solutions being 

altered and customised to increase energy 

savings. A low-temperature VAV system 

and two AHUs were used to control the 

whole building, with customised solutions 

in the chilling plant to maximise savings and 

minimise energy costs. 

177 Pacific Highway is significant to the 

HVAC&R industry because it demonstrates 

excellence in environmentally sustainable 

building practices and leadership in 

sustainability and innovation, proving 

low cost solutions can result in high 

performance.



OUTSTANDING INDUSTRY 
EDUCATION / TRAINING AWARD
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O U T S T A N D I N G  I N D U S T R Y  E D U C A T I O N  / 
T R A I N I N G  A W A R D

HOLMESGLEN HVAC CENTRE 
OF EXCELLENCE  
HOLMESGLEN  & AMCA

The HVAC Centre of Excellence is the only 

applied learning facility with a simulated ‘live’ 

system for balancing and commissioning. The 

Centre is unique and an important training 

facility through its simulation and replication 

of entire systems found in today’s buildings. 

Students work on equipment in a realistic 

environment and are shown a wide range of 

set ups reflective of modern HVAC installs. 

The Centre builds students’ skills quickly in 

what would take years in the workplace. 

Established though a collaborative 

partnership between Holmesglen and the 

AMCA, the Centre is a brand-new, purpose-

fit facility to upskill existing climate control 

technicians and train tomorrow’s mechanical 

services professionals.

With a focus on the cutting-edge 

technologies, the Centre features a modern 

mechanical services laboratory and a BIM 

laboratory, reflective of contemporary 

industry practices. The Centre embraces 

technologically enhanced learning tools 

such as augmented reality, which will 

maximise learning outcomes.

The Centre operates with strong industry 

connection and input and procured the 

very latest equipment to ensure students 

are receiving the best and most up-to-date 

training. The collaboration between industry 

and Holmesglen encourages an effective 

exchange of ideas and industry intelligence 

to inform the teaching and learning.

The Centre will provide leadership across 

the vocational education and training sector 

and drive mechanical services training and 

innovation in Victoria.
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O U T S T A N D I N G  I N D U S T R Y  E D U C A T I O N  / 
T R A I N I N G  A W A R D

PROFESSIONAL 
DIPLOMA IN BUILDING 
SERVICES – HVAC&R  
AIRAH

AIRAH’s accredited Professional Diploma in 

Building Services – HVAC&R is the industry’s 

definitive postgraduate mechanical 

engineering training course. 

•  Suitable for recent mechanical engineering 

graduates, or those with significant 

experience in associated fields of HVAC&R 

who are seeking to better understand 

engineering design processes. 

•  Competency-based assessment, verifying 

that each student is self-motivated and 

prepared to work effectively under senior 

guidance, at a graduate level in the 

HVAC&R industry. 

•  Outsourced training opportunity for 

HVAC&R businesses committed to the 

development of their graduates and staff. 

In addition to the theory content 

provided across four key training areas 

(Fundamentals, Equipment and Components, 

Systems, and Practice and Performance) 

the program takes students on a journey 

of designing an HVAC system over 12 

assignments. Feedback from experienced 

engineers is provided at every step.

It provides an in-depth look at the overall 

journey of an HVAC&R mechanical 

engineers’ job. Practical takeaways include: 

reviewing a site, presenting design options 

to a client, calculating heat loads (manually, 

from basic principles), selecting equipment, 

designing, compliance assessment, 

budgeting, energy reporting and compiling a 

tendering document. 

This program requires students to both read 

the course materials and demonstrate their 

readiness to operate in real-world projects. 

Students are required to undertake their own 

research to determine answers to design 

problems. The use of outside (i.e. industry) 

course materials will be required, such as 

finding suppliers’ specification guidelines. 

Based on industry guidance, successful 

participants will exhibit initiative, curiosity 

and creativity in their assignments. 

Professional  Diploma in Building Services – HVAC&R

AIRAH accredited
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O U T S T A N D I N G  I N D U S T R Y  E D U C A T I O N  / 
T R A I N I N G  A W A R D

CO2 SYSTEMS TRAINING COURSE  
KIRBY & SCM FRIGO

The CO2 Systems Training Course designed 

and delivered by the Beijer Ref companies 

- Kirby and SCM Frigo has delivered a 

significant industry contribution by providing 

HVAC&R technicians an accessible and free 

means of gaining practical and relevant CO2 

refrigerant and systems knowledge.

The CO2 Systems Training course was 

developed with the purpose to keep 

building the technical expertise and 

confidence amongst HVAC&R technicians 

- to drive acceptance of the technology 

further. Attendants come away with a 

better understanding of safe CO2 working 

practices, a better understanding of 

critical points vs HFC systems and more 

confidence in servicing and maintaining CO2 

transcritical and subcritical systems.

Over a timeframe of 16 months, Kirby and 

SCM Frigo successfully delivered over 158 

hours of training hours and trained 230 

industry technicians.  

Being an internally developed and delivered 

course has allowed the format to remain 

adaptable to meet specific customer needs 

and deliverability to remain largely on 

demand.

At the time of launch, no other Australian 

OEM, technology provider or wholesaler 

had embarked on this level of face to face 

CO2 training in Australia. The development 

and delivery of the course has been industry 

thought provoking – challenging the concept 

of supplier vs institution based training.



SOFTWARE / DIGITAL 
EXCELLENCE AWARD
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S O F T W A R E  /  D I G I T A L  E X C E L L E N C E  A W A R D

KAIZEN  
COPPERTREE 
ANALYTICS

CopperTree Analytics is 

the developer of Kaizen, a 

powerful data analytics and 

ongoing commissioning tool 

that works in conjunction with 

the building automation and metering 

systems. Kaizen continuously monitors a 

building’s HVAC equipment performance 

and energy consumption, measuring it 

against optimal performance guidelines and 

its own baseline, alerting the user if a fault is 

detected or if performance is sub-optimal. 

Our Kaizen software continuously analyses 

building systems so the end user knows 

the moment something is wrong. Our 

automated Fault Detection and Diagnostics 

(FDD) feature pinpoints where faults are 

occurring within a building, allowing the user 

to take resolving action immediately and 

often remotely, saving time and valuable 

resources. 

Kaizen also has a built in EMIS platform 

which allows the user to execute 

Measurement & Verification (M&V) as well as 

Monitoring, Targeting & Reporting (MT&R), 

and facilitate the measurement of energy 

performance initiatives. 

The complementary money-saving 

features of FDD combined with the energy 

management and reporting of EMIS makes 

Kaizen an ideal one-stop analytics product, 

suitable for both short- and long-term energy 

performance programs. 

Regular reports highlighting the 

inefficiencies and issues are generated 

by Kaizen, and can be distributed to your 

building manager, energy manager, energy 

consultant, or anyone else who requires the 

information automatically.
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S O F T W A R E  /  D I G I T A L  E X C E L L E N C E  A W A R D

SMART ACCESS 
CYLINDER MANAGEMENT 
& GAS2GO APP  
KIRBY

The Kirby Smart@ccess Cylinder 

Management Gas2Go APP is the first 

cylinder management app of its kind to 

include leak test alerts, which notify users 

when their refrigerant cylinders are due for 

leak testing. As we progress through the 

HFC refrigerant phase-down, tools such 

as this which alert business owners of leak 

test requirements and improved tracking 

are imperative to compliance reporting and 

minimising environmental impact.

This dynamic tool provides benefits to 

companies of all sizes managing their 

cylinder fleet, minimising relative risk in their 

business. As the APP seamlessly integrates 

with the web platform, service managers can 

also benefit from the detail that is entered 

by technicians making the platform scalable. 

The system now suits everyone from a sole 

trader through to larger organisations with 

any number of technicians in the field.

The recent 

developments 

made to the Smart@ccess 

Project Tools platform (Projects 2.0) 

allow users to build large multi-systems 

within a single project, create multiple loads 

within a single system and have easier 

access to the heat load calculator through 

the quick selection functionality.

As a complete customer portal and cylinder 

management tool, Kirby Smart@ccess 

remains unsurpassed within the HVACR 

industry. The program has been on a 

consistent path of development and feature 

enhancement to maximise its benefits 

and useability and remain unique in a 

competitive digital market.
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S O F T W A R E  /  D I G I T A L  E X C E L L E N C E  A W A R D

BUENO PLATFORM  
BUENO

Through the application of data science 

principles and machine learning, Bueno’s 

platform enables improved operations, 

maintenance and sustainability outcomes 

for buildings. The platform allows users 

to take a data driven approach to support 

the operation of buildings by codifying 

engineering knowledge and applying it to 

the management of assets at scale. 

The platform has been applied to more than 

1,700 buildings in 6 countries. It is in use by 

local household names such as Woolworths, 

Crown Casino, Star Casino, MIRVAC, 

DEXUS, Vicinity and Westfield as well as 

internationally by Intel (at their newest smart 

campus in Bangalore), the Canadian Federal 

Government and Canadian Department of 

Defence.



HALL OF FAME
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H A L L  O F  F A M E  A W A R D S

STEPHEN SMITH 
RACCA 

Steve Smith is known to most people 

involved in the refrigeration and air 

conditioning industry. He has been in all 

things training - whether you are a fellow 

teacher and may have met him as he 

delivered the Train the Trainer courses on 

hydrocarbons around the country, or you 

may have met him as he stood up in front of 

class or delivered workshop training to the 

many thousands of apprentices that have 

not only become better tradespeople but 

also better members of society as a result.

Steve has been a presenter at ARBS over 

the past 10 years and was author of the first 

training manual on Hydrocarbon refrigerants 

in Australia.  He is currently the Deputy Chair 

of the RAC Technical Advisory Committee 

which is a group dedicated to sharing 

knowledge & building a consistent, world 

class learning experience for newcomers to 

the industry.  

As part of this group he is working with 

Australian Industry Standards to modernise 

the trade qualifications available in the 

industry.

Steve’s passion for his industry is evident 

in all activities that he undertakes.  He has 

consistently raised awareness of the industry 

and ensures Aussie Fridgies continue to 

show the rest of the world ‘how to keep their 

COOL’!!
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H A L L  O F  F A M E  A W A R D S

ALAN CHANNELLS 
AREMA 

Alan Channells has served the refrigeration 

and air conditioning industry with distinction 

for nearly 50 years: he is well-credentialed 

and AREMA is proud to nominate him for the 

ARBS Hall of Fame.

Alan started his career as a Qantas 

Ground Engineer in 1967 before moving 

on to Repco-Bohn as a Product/Design 

engineer. He then moved on to Applications/

Engineering Manager, all the while 

instructing new members of the trade as 

a part-time lecturer for a Refrigeration 

Mechanics Trades Course. In 1981, he 

became Temperzone Australia’s Managing 

Director and oversaw the development of a 

Sydney-based manufacturing facility.

In 1985 he became Managing Director 

of Temperzone internationally, a role he 

served in until 2020. Over that period, 

amongst many other achievements he 

received the H.E. Terry Memorial Prize, 

has been an AIRAH member since 1976 

and was a member of the Air-Conditioning 

and Commercial Refrigeration Advisory 

Committee to the Federal Government. 

Alan has also been integral in the 

development of AREMA. He has been an 

active member from 1985 to 2020 and in 

that period he has served as President 

and Treasurer. A long-standing member 

of AREMA’s Executive Committee, Alan will 

be missed as he steps away from his role 

with AREMA.
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H A L L  O F  F A M E  A W A R D S

MIKE GARTON 
CIBSE 

Mike’s involvement with Building Services 

Engineering started almost sixty years 

ago.  He became an active member of 

CIBSE UK, becoming the Vice Chairman 

and subsequently the Chairman of the East 

Midlands Region in the 1980s.

Mike continued this involvement when 

he moved to Australia in 2000 and joined 

CIBSE ANZ Western Australia Chapter, and 

the WA panel of SBSE (Engineers Australia). 

He became the CIBSE WA Chapter Chairman 

and then took on the role of CIBSE ANZ 

Regional Secretary, a position he kept and 

developed through to 2015.

Throughout this time, Mike worked tirelessly 

to encourage deeper and wider knowledge 

of building services and information exchange 

between the various WA engineering 

institutions by providing technical sessions, 

social events and seminar events open to 

everyone with an interest. 

In addition to the above, Mike’s other 

interests have ranged from being a qualified 

FA Referee to being intimately involved 

with the relocation and building of a fishing 

village in Sri Lanka that had been wiped out 

by the 2004 Boxing Day tsunami. 

Our industry gains a huge amount of 

strength through the efforts of its many 

volunteers, who willingly take on this work 

and carry it out diligently day after day, 

year after year. Mike Garton has been an 

outstanding contributor to our industry; a 

proud CIBSE Member that has gone well 

beyond the call of duty.
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H A L L  O F  F A M E  A W A R D S

JOHN MOTT 
AIRAH 

John graduated in Mechanical Engineering 

from the Bendigo Institute of Technology in 

1973.  His career in the industrial refrigeration 

industry using ammonia, has spanned 45 

years, the last 20 years of which John was 

General Manager and CEO of Gordon 

Brothers, Australia’s pre-eminent ammonia 

refrigeration manufacturer and contractor.

During John’s career, he has written and 

delivered numerous technical papers for 

both local and international publications 

and conferences, delivered many 

refrigeration technical seminars, presented 

several refrigeration training courses 

for graduate engineers, and mentored 

many engineers who are now active and 

successful in the industry.

John has also been heavily involved in 

developing safety auditing systems for 

the refrigeration industry and was AlRAH’s 

nominated representative on the Standards 

Australia committee from the 1990s.

Other notable contributions to 

industry include:

•  bringing international ammonia safety 

training for the industry, emergency 

responders and regulators to Australia.

•  being a consistent campaigner on the 

issues of public and industry safety 

around the introduction of flammable 

refrigerants into the marketplace.

•  involvement in many R&D projects over 

the past 20 years, many of which have 

been partnered with industry.

John has a passion for safety in the industry, 

and the industry is a safer place thanks to his 

dedication.
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H A L L  O F  F A M E  A W A R D S

MICHAEL CROOK 
AMCA 

Michael is a recently retired business 

leader who has demonstrated a passion 

and willingness to advance the industry by 

contributing his knowledge and experience 

in various capacities whilst engaged with 

AMCA NSW. 

As CEO of Beaver Air Conditioning Pty Ltd, 

the company enjoyed solid growth over the 

years and the Service team grew from 7 

employees in 1988 to a substantial team of 

125 in 2018. Along the way Michael identified 

many opportunities to benefit not only the 

company but the industry as well – one such 

initiative was the Beaver Air Apprenticeship 

programme for Refrigeration Mechanics 

which continues today & now includes Sheet 

Metal & Drafting. 

Beaver Air Conditioning Pty Ltd has been 

a loyal member of the AMCA NSW since 

1971. Michael Crook was a Board member 

from 1998-2018, including a stint as Director, 

was Vice-President in 2007/08 and held 

the position of President for a two-year 

term between 2009 and 2010. These roles 

included a very active involvement in many 

training initiatives such as the Development 

of Trade Licensing, the Service Manager’s 

Course, Essential Services Maintenance 

Course and Management Development 

Training. 

Michael’s contributions have certainly led to 

the advancement of skills & capabilities for 

many in the industry. 
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